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My name is Linda Dutton-Steindler and I am a partner in Energy Integrity 
Associates. My former vocation, for over eighteen years, was working with clients 
as a spiritual counselor and doing energy balancing and hands-on healing. I am also  
certified as a Life Purpose coach and for the past three years have focussed 
primarily on sharing Pulsor with others through trainings and individual support.  
With my husband Marvin, I conduct energetic surveys of homes and office environ-
ments.

I have been using Pulsor for over 18 years and it has made everything in my life 
easier.  As an “empath”, a psychic, a person extraordinarily affected by all types of 
surrounding energies, Pulsor has been an incredible gift. Before Pulsor, it was dif-
ficult for me to comfortably go into crowded places such as shopping malls and 
markets without becoming extremely energetically imbalanced. I was very affected 
by all the energetic output from security systems, fluorescent lights and people in 
general.

I began using Pulsor by wearing a Pulsor pendant and saw a profound difference in 
my reaction to the outside world. We then conditioned our home and office with 
various Pulsors. I also did (and still do) regular “Pulsor balancings” on myself with 
the use of an Acu-Pulsor Spin Tester and the therapeutic Pulsors.  Whenever I ex-
perience myself out of balance, I can rely on a brief Pulsor treatment to bring me 
back into harmony. 

As a result of the Pulsor environmental conditioning, clients have always been more 
at ease in my office and with the use of Pulsor in energy-balancing sessions, are 
able to quickly experience a clear connection to themselves, which has lead to 
some startling results. These range from understanding and release of deep, long-
standing emotional issues to actual physical release of incidents of incest and rape.

I feel Pulsor is one of the major contributors to my good state of health and well-
being and ever-expanding spiritual awareness. I feel privileged to be able to repre-
sent this wonderful product.  Through every challenge, it keeps proving itself.

Sincerely,


